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Scripting 
 

Scripting in Intellicus enables you to control behaviour of various report controls 

at run time.  For example, you can use script to decide at runtime: 

 

 A field should be displayed on report or not 

 The chart type 

 A report section should be rendered or not 

 A parameter on Input Parameter Form should be displayed or not 

 Validate the parameter value entered by the user 

 Change the report SQL dynamically (for example, append filter clause, or 

specify table name at run time) 

 

Broadly scripting can be classified in three categories: 

 

 Scripts for SQL: This allows dynamic query generation through support of 

executable script blocks within the query. 

 Scripts for Parameter: This allows validation of parameter values by writing 

script that can assert true or false for every parameter value on events like 

on submission of Input Parameter Form. It also allows changing UI elements 

of Input Parameter Form dynamically. 

 Scripts for Report: This allows changing report layout dynamically at 

various events (like onReportStart(), onDataFetch() etc.) to control/change 

the way report should render. 

 

 

Scripts in SQL 
 

Intellicus supports writing an executable block in queries.  You can insert the 

script code anywhere in the SQL.  It should be within start and end tags.  This 

executable block returns a string, which replaces the block in the SQL query.  

 

The block is enclosed in tags: 

 

 Block start tag: <@% 

 Block end tag: %@> 

 

Executable block may have any valid java script code, including all basic java 

script programming constructs E.g. logical conditions (if...else clause) on which 

user can take decisions. 

 

You can also access parameters from within the block. 
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To refer any parameter within this executable block user has to use the object 

model i.e. he/she has to write  

 

params(“parameterName”).getXXX() 

 

Where, parameterName is the name of the parameter and getXXX are various 

getter methods for different attributes of the input parameter:  

 

 getValue(): Returns value of the parameter.  For example, 

params(“prmCity”).getValue().  Return type is string. 

 getDataType(): Returns data type of the parameter.  It can be: NUMBER 

(for numeric parameters), CHAR (for character parameters), DATE (for date 

type parameters) and BOOL (for Boolean parameters).  It will return NULL if 

parameter datatype is unknown. 

 

If you do not append any attribute (for example, params(“prmEmpl”), it is 

assumed as parameter itself.  You can compare this to null to check existence of 

the parameter.  

 

 

Note:  Only getValue() is supported for SYSTEM type parameters or the 

parameters whose definition is not available. 

 

 

Examples 
 

Example 1.  Check if the parameter prmEmpNo exists and its value is blank.  If 

so, append a condition to where clause in the SQL. 

 

Select * from emp where 1=1 

<@% 

if(params(“prmEmpNo) != null &&  

params(“prmEmpNo).getValue() != “”) 

{ 

 return “ AND empno in <%prmEmpNo%>”; 

} 

else 

{ 

 return “”; 

} 

%@> 

 

 

Example 2.  Check if prmSelectTable exists.  If it does, return value of the 

parameter as table name.  If it does not, return table name as emp. 

 

Select * from  

<@% 

if(params(“prmSelectTable”) == null) 

{ 
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return “ emp ”; 

else 

return params(“prmSelectTable).getValue(); 

} 

%@> 

 

 

Example 3.  Check if parameter p_EmpNo exists.  If it does not exist, call 

procedure with any arguments.  If it exists, then it call the procedure that takes 

one argument and it passes this parameter as the argument of procedure. 

 

<@% 

if(params("p_EmpNo") != null) 

{ 

    return "EMP_DETAILSWITHARG <%p_EmpNo%>" 

} 

return "EMP_DETAILS" 

%@> 

 

 

Scripts in Parameter definition 
 

Intellicus provides scripting support for parameter value validation for all 

parameter types (combo, textbox, radio, checkbox, etc).  Script will return true 

(parameter value is valid) or false (parameter value is invalid).  If validation 

fails, it can also set an error message. 

 

Scripting is available at 

 

 Form level (can be defined on Parameter Form layout dialog on Studio) 

 Parameter level (defined on Parameter detail dialog box) 

 

Input Parameter Form Level 
 

When a report has user parameters, Input Parameter Form is presented to the 

user to enter run time parameter values.  Use Form level scripting to validate 

parameter values entered on IPF. 

 

You can open Script Editor dialog from Parameter Form Layout dialog to 

write the script. 

 

At IPF level (Form level), OnSubmit() event is supported.  It means script is 

executed when user clicks OK / Run button on IPF. A user can write any valid 

java script code within this function. This function MUST return a boolean value.  

 

If all the parameter values are valid, it should return true, if one or more 

parameter values are invalid, it should return false. If script returns false then 

an error message will be displayed to the user and he/she would not be allowed 

to submit the IPF and execute the report.  You can also set the error message 

that should be displayed to the user. 
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Script can access any parameter of the report.  This includes parameter objects 

(even if not imported) and global business parameters.  This will be Read-only 

access (parameter objects and global business parameters). 

 

 

Note: In case of JavaScript error, Report Server will respond with 

ERROR. 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Level 
 

You can add a validation script for a parameter being designed on Parameter 

Detail dialog.  You can open Script Editor dialog from here to write the 

parameter validation script. 

 

At parameter level, OnChange() event is supported.  It means, validation script 

will be executed when:  

 

1. User types in a value for the parameter (for input type TEXT), or 

2. Selects/Unselects value from the parameter combo/list/tree. 

3. Checks/ Un-checks a check box. 

 

Validation script written at parameter level can access other report parameters.  

It can also access parameter objects (even if not imported) and global business 

parameters.  This will be Read-only access. 

 

If the parameter value is valid, script should return true.  If it is invalid, script 

should return false.  You can also set an error message that should be displayed 

when parameter validation fails.  Report will not be generated if parameter 

validation fails. 

 

Using Parameter Level script, you can also modify attributes of parameters and 

control/change the way IPF is shown.  For example, if paramA is invalid, disable 

paramB.  IPF will reload parameters that are affected by the script.  

 

Using script, you can also change parameter UI control attribute: 

 

 ENABLE: READ / MODIFY at Parameter level and READ ONLY at Input 

Parameter Form level. 

 

 

Note: If such a report is scheduled, then IPF is presented at the time of 

setting the schedule and so, script will be executed only at the time of 

scheduling (and not at every time when schedule executes). 

 

In case of scheduled report execution, IPF is not displayed. Hence, script 

will be executed at the time of saving of schedule tasks.  Script will not 

be executed at report run time. 
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Report Scripting 
 

Intellicus Studio provides facility to customize the events using the Script Editor. 

Coding is done in JavaScript syntax, and is event based. The following table lists 

the events that are supported/provided at report level.  

 

 

Report level events 
 

 

Important: You need to make sure that the code pertaining to a 

particular event is written within the appropriate event only. 

 

 

Event Description 

OnReportStart This event is fired before report objects such as fields 

and sections are constructed. (Before the report starts 

to execute itself) 

OnReportEnd This event fires after execution of the report. 

OnPageStart This event is fired before displaying every page. This 

event does not ensure that the previous page‟s disp lay 

has been completed. 

OnPageEnd This event is fired after the display of every rendering. 

OnHyperlink (Button, 

Link) 

This event is fired when the end user clicks on the 

hyperlink on the report output. The mouse button and 

the URL are passed in as parameters. 

OnDataInitialize This event is fired after the report is loaded, or SQL 

statement is fired or SQL fields are created. In this 

event, new report fields can be added and existing 

fields removed. 

OnFetchData (eof) This event is fired after each row of the report SQL 

statement is fetched from the database. In this event, 

the report field‟s data can be accessed for calculation 

and manipulation. 

OnNoData This event is fired when zero rows are fetched from 

the report SQL statement. 

OnPrintProgress 

(PageNumber) 

This event is fired when the printing progresses to 

next page. The printing process refers to sending the 

page data to the printer driver and not printing the 

page on the paper. 

OnError  

(Number, Description, 

Scode, Source, 

HelpFile, HelpContext, 

CancelDisplay) 

This event is fired when any error occurs while 

running the report. In this event, the error messages 

can be changed or can be suppressed. 

 

 

Section level events 
 

Intellicus passes three events at section level for all sections. The sequence of 

events depends on the summary objects and their section dependencies. The 

event sequence is: 
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OnFormat 
 

This event is fired after the data is loaded and bound to the fields, but before 

the section is laid out for printing. You can use this event to modify the layout of 

the section or any of the controls on it.  

 

 

Note: This is the only event in which you can modify the height of the 

section. 

 

 

OnBeforePrint 
 

It is fired before the section is rendered to the „Canvas‟ object. You can use this 

event to modify the values of the controls before they are printed. Any changes 

that are made here will not affect the height of the section.  

 

 

Important: It is recommended, NOT to access any report fields in this 

event. If you need the value of a field in this event, you should use a 

hidden control to store the value temporarily in the format event. 

 

 

OnAfterPrint 
 

It is fired after the section is rendered to the „Canvas‟ object. You can use this 

event to update any counters that you need to use after the report is completed. 

 

 

Accessing external JAVA libraries from script 
 

You can use external (custom) Java library classes and objects in scripts.   

 

For example, there is a database that holds XML as data.  User can create a 

formula field, which will parse this XML and return data values from it.  To 

achieve this, user will access third-party xml parser classes. 

 

Few applications where user may need to use custom Java objects can be: 

 

 Script can use some external java libraries for XML Parsing. 

 Script can pass some parameters to an external custom Java class which 

connects to a web service using the given parameters and returns the 

resultant data, e.g. a web service which returns the live price of a stock or 

current weather condition of a city.  

 Script can use JDBC APIs to connect to a database and do tasks listed in 

above point. 

 Script can use java or external APIs to read external file (.txt, .xls etc.) data.  

 Script can log required information during report events. 
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Prerequisite  
 

The third party (custom) class(s) to be accessed from Intellicus script needs to 

be included in Intellicus report server class path. 

 

 

Note: Easiest way to do this is to make a jar containing custom class(s) 

and place it in the Report Engine‟s lib folder 

 

<Install path>\Intellicus\ReportEngine\lib. 

 

  

To access a class in script 
 

You can access a custom class in a script by using a keyword Packages (case 

sensitive) that will be followed by the class name or the entire package pattern 

(if the class is in a specific package) including class name. 

 

For Example, 

 

var classObj = new Packages.MyClass(); 

 

OR 

  

var classObj = new Packages.mypackage.MyClass(); 

 

Instance of the class once generated, can be used to invoke any of the method 

(that contains logic, for e.g. XML parsing code) of the custom class from the 

script. 

 

var resultValue = classObj.parseXMLData(xmlData); 

 

For the package pattern starting with “java”, “com” or “org”, Packages keyword 

can be omitted.   

   

var fileObj = new java.io.File(filepath); 

var domObj = new org.apache.xerces.parsers.DOMParser(); 

 

 

Importing class in a script 
 

You can import all required packages or classes once in the beginning and then 

user can use the class directly with the class name anywhere in the script. To 

achieve this, you can use any of the following techniques. 

 

 

Using importPackage(packagename) 
 

Use importPackage() to import all classes within a package. 

 

@param packagename: Entire package path whose classes                                        

needs to be imported in a script. 

 

You can import multiple packages by specifying all package paths separated by 

comma as argument of importPackage function.  
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Import statement should be written before first usage.    

 

If the package starts with java, org or com, You can omit Packages key word if 

the package starts with java, org or com.  

 

 

Examples: 

 

Importing Single Package 

 

importPackage(Packages.java.io); 

var fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”); 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

{ 

//do something} 

else 

{ 

// do something else} 

 

 

Importing Multiple Packages  

 

importPackage(Packages.java.io, Packages.java.lang); var fileObj 

= new File(“d:\temp.txt”);  

 

 

Using importClass(classname) 
 

If a user needs to import specific class/classes within a package, importClass() 

can be used.  

 

@param classname: Path of the class (including entire package path) which 

needs to be imported in a script. 

 

Multiple classes can also be imported by specifying all class path names 

separated by comma as an importClass function argument. 

 

Examples, 

 

Importing Single Class 
  

importClass(Packages.java.io.File);  

var fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”); 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

  {java.lang.System.out.println(“File exists...!”);} 

else 

  {java.lang.System.out.println(“File doesn’t exist...!”);} 
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Importing Multiple Classes  
 

importClass(Packages.java.io.File,Packages.java.lang.System); 

var fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”); 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

 {System.out.println(“File exists...!”);} 

else 

 {System.out.println(“File doesn’t exist...!”);} 

   

 

Using JavaImporter(path) 
 

If a user needs to import entire package or a specific class, JavaImporter() can 

be used. 

 

@param path: Path of the package/class (including entire package path) which 

needs to be imported in a script. 

 

Multiple packages/classes can also be imported by specifying full path names for 

all packages/classes separated by comma as JavaImporter function argument. 

 

Example, 

 

Importing Packages  
 

var importer = JavaImporter(Packages.java.io,Packages.java.lang); 

var fileObj; 

with(importer){ fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”);} 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

{System.out.println(“File exists...!”);} 

else 

{System.out.println(“File doesn’t exist...!”);} 

 

 

Importing Classes  
 

var importer = 

JavaImporter(Packages.java.io.File,Packages.java.lang.System); 

var fileObj;with(importer){ fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”);} 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

{System.out.println(“File exists...!”);} 

else{System.out.println(“File doesn’t exist...!”);} 
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Importing Packages & Classes together 
 

var importer = 

JavaImporter(Packages.java.io.File,Packages.java.lang); 

with(importer){var fileObj = new File(“d:\temp.txt”); 

if(fileObj.exists()) 

{System.out.println(“File exists...!”);} 

else 

{System.out.println(“File doesn’t exist...!”); } 

} 
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Script Editor  
 

Intellicus provides facility to write scripts for field properties and field events 

using the Script Editor. This enables you to define your own constructs for report 

generation. To get the Script Editor dialog box, click the option Scripting from 

Tools menu. 

 

 
Figure 1: Script Editor 

 

You can use the following objects and their properties to control the behavior of 

the report at runtime. These report objects are accessible in a specific hierarchy 

as explained below: 

 

 
Figure 2: Report Object Hierarchy 

 

The objects or events in the code editor are dependent on each other, for one 

object there is a specified set of events and vice-versa.  
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Context-Sensitive Help 
 

The Script Editor also provides context-sensitive help that assists in correct code 

(syntax) formation. As you type the code in the Script Editor, the context-

sensitive help keeps popping up selection list of various fields and objects that 

may fit into the syntax. 

 

 
Figure 3: Context-Sensitive Help 

 

 

Accessing Fields 
 

You can access the report fields in „rpt.Fields‟ collections. You can use this 

collection to write code in the Script Editor to access fields (controls) in the 

layout pane. Each event in the Script Editor has a specific purpose; you should 

not write a code that does not pertain to the object / event under which it has 

been written. 

 

To add a new code under the Data Initialize event of the Intellicus Report 

Layout, the syntax is: 

 

rpt.fields.add “<MyField>”; 

 

 

Warning: Make sure that the added field does not already exist; else, a 

fatal error will occur. 

 

 

Code script for the value property of the fields can be given under „OnFetchData‟ 

event of Intellicus Report Layout. 

 

rpt.fields("SomeFieldName").value="<SomeValue>"; 
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Accessing Layout Objects 
 

The layout objects are the controls that are added to the report layout region. 

[See also: Working with Layout Editor, Chapter 3], you can access these objects 

through control‟s collection members of the sections collection.  

 

rpt.sections("Detail").Controls("imgLogo").visible = false; 

 

 

Important: You will not be able to access the database using code 

(scripts). 

 

 

Compiling scripts 
 

After typing in the script, you can compile the script to make sure it will run 

without error and you will be able to achieve the results that you want, using the 

script.  To compile the script, click the Compile button available on bottom-left 

side of the dialog box. 

   

 
Figure 4: Syntax Error in the script 

 

If the script has any syntax error, it is listed in a pane opening between script 

pane and buttons.   You can remove the errors and click the Compile button to 

make sure the script is error-free. 
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Find and Replace 
 

Script Editor dialog box offers Find and replace functionality.  Click the Find 

button on the toolbar of Script Editor or press Ctrl + F on the keyboard to switch 

on the functionality.   

 

You have options to search up and search down.  Selecting Match Case will 

conduct a case sensitive search.  Selecting Match whole word only will not find 

the words where the search string is part of a word.  A click on Find Next 

button will start search. 

  

 
Figure 5: Find and Replace feature on Script Editor  

 

If you want to carry out find and replace, select Find and Replace check box.  

Clicking Replace will replace the next occurrence of the search sting.  Clicking 

Replace All will search for all the occurrences of the search string.
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Examples 
 

Conditional Formatting 
 

You can achieve conditional formatting through Scripting too. 

 

You can format a displayed row value if the values of that row satisfy a given 

condition. For example, if you need to compare the database field (say „dbfield‟) 

with a field in the previous row, and encircle it in red if it is different, add a text 

box (say „text box‟) in the report header and set its visible property (from the 

Properties list) as „False‟.  

  

Set its text property (from the Properties list) to any arbitrary value (say „-999‟) 

that can never be attained by the field to be compared with. 

 

Now, add a shape (say "shape1") around the „dbfield‟ and set its color and shape 

to a red ellipse. The same can be achieved using the Script Editor as follows: 

 

1. From the Tools menu, click Scripting. 

2. Select object as Detail. 

3. Select event as OnFormat. 

4. Type the following JavaScript: 

 

Object: Detail            Event: OnFormat 

 

Code: 

function OnFormat() 

   { 

     if ( ( rpt.Section("ReportHeader").Controls("txtBox").text 

!= "_99999" ) && 

          ( rpt.Fields("dbValue").value != 

rpt.Sections("PageHeader").Controls("txtBox").text ) ) 

   { 

     rpt.Sections("Detail").Controls("Shape1").visible = true ; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

     rpt.Sections("Detail").Controls("Shape1").visible = false ; 

   } 

 

         rpt.Sections("PageHeader").Controls("txtBox").text = 

rpt.Fields("dbField").value; 

   } 
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Conditional Suppressing Of Rows 
 

You can suppress the display of certain rows as per your requirement, like some 

column containing NULL values can be suppressed (hidden) from getting 

displayed on the report.  

 

There are two methods to do this: 

 

 Select the control and set the visible property (Property window) value as false, 

and assign a 0 (Zero) value to the height property (Property window) of the 

control. 

 Go to Tools > Scripting; select the object as Detail, and the event as 

OnFormat, and write the following code: 

 

Object: Detail            Event: OnFormat 

 

Code: 

function OnFormat() 

   { 

     if ( rpt.Fields("Name").value == null ) 

     {  

      rpt.Sections("Details").visible = false; 

       

     } 

     else 

     { 

       rpt.Sections("Details").visible = true; 

     } 

      

     if ( rpt.Fields("Name").value == null ) 

     {  

      rpt.Sections("Details").height = 0; 

       

     } 

     else 

     { 

       rpt.sections("Details").height = 285; 

     } 

 

   } 

 

 

Important: To dynamically change the height of a section through a 

program, the „CanGrow‟ property (Properties list) of Detail Section should 

be set to „False‟.  

If it is set to „True‟, then the report section will override your (height) 

value to adjust the height of the section. 
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Conditional Calculation  
 

You can calculate values in the report by giving conditions for calculation. For 

example, there are two fields in a report Account_type and Amount. There can 

be two account types say „A‟ and „B‟. If you want to sum „A‟ and „B‟ separately, 

write a JavaScript in the Script Editor as: 

 

Object: Report            Event: OnDataInitialize,  

 

Code: 

function OnDataInitialize()  

{  

   rpt.Fields.add("valueA");  

   rpt.Fields.add("valueB");  

   rpt.Fields.("valueA").value = 0;  

   rpt.Fields.("valueB").value = 0;  

}  

 

function OnFetchData(eof)  

{  

   if ( rpt.Fields("accType").value == "A" )  

   {  

       rpt.Fields.("valueA").value =       

parseFloat(rpt.Fields.("valueA").value)) + 

rpt.Fields("Amt").value;      }  

   else  

   {  

       rpt.Fields.("valueB").value = 

parseFloat(rpt.Fields.("valueB").value)) + 

rpt.Fields("Amt").value;  

   }  

 

   rpt.Sections("gfDEPT").Controls("txtACC_A").dataValue = 

rpt.Fields.("valueA").value;  

   rpt.Sections("gfDEPT").Controls("txtACC_B").dataValue = 

rpt.Fields.("valueB").value;  

} 

 

This script will add two new fields in the report containing summated values for 

„A‟ and „B‟ account types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 


